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Mandate of Steering Group 2016-2018

Activities according to the Terms of Reference:

• Implementation of the recommendations of the Handbook
• Identification of priority issues of the research agenda
• Organisation of expert group meeting on MQoE
Output from implementation of recommendations of Handbook

- Presentation of framework at several occasions
- New online database (Eurostat)
- Article on cross-national comparison of QoE in Statistical journal of the International Association for Official Statistics (IAOS)
Output of priority issues (future work agenda, part I)

✓ **Discrimination at work**: summary of current practices, surveys and concrete questions in a paper

✓ **Work-life balance**: review of existing indicators from sub-dimension 3c and development of 3 new indicator sheets on care for incapacitated relatives, work intrusion into leisure time, self-perceived work-life balance

✓ **Job satisfaction**: new indicator sheet

✓ Disseminated from UNECE as «**Addendum 1**» of the Handbook
Output of priority issues (future work agenda, part I)

- **Approaches to present indicators of QoE**: collection of country approaches (work still in progress)
- **Impacts of 19th ICLS resolution on the Handbook**: first findings summarized (work still in progress)
Organization of expert group meeting

Expert group meeting 4-6 October 2017, Geneva

- Impacts of 19th ICLS resolution on work activities and employment
- Country experiences
- New forms of work and their measurement
- Frameworks related to quality of employment
- Qualifications and skills
- Future work agenda and other topics
Mandate and objectives of Steering Group 2018-2023

• Promotion and follow-up of the implementation of the recommendation of the Handbook
• Organisation of biennial expert group meetings on MQoE
• Identification of further priority issues of the research agenda
Priority issues (future work agenda, part II)

- Collection of **further feedbacks** on the Handbook → session 1
- **Impacts of 19th / 20th ICLS resolution** on the Handbook → session 2
- Measurement of **teleworking** → proposal of indicator sheet
- Measurement of **commuting time** → concept note, session 5b
- Further **promotion of statistical framework**, publication of indicators under the headline of QoE → session 5b
Thank you for your attention!
Further information:

Handbook on Measuring Quality of Employment and Addendum 1:
https://www.unece.org/stats/publications/stat_qua_emp.html

Online database, Eurostat:
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database

Article on cross-national comparison of QoE:
https://content.iospress.com/articles/statistical-journal-of-the-iaos/sji180472